Briefly and informally an (economic or adaptive) plan can be described in terms of its action with respect to two sets:
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there will always be a plan which can give a performance of better than zero rank for a period of time.) A plan r 0 will be called (8, 3)-good if the plan is good in every EGS relative to 3. Under interpretation, an (8, 3)-good plan is one which performs well in any E£8 relative to the set 3 of (admissible or possible) plans under consideration. In these more rigorous terms, then, the objective is to construct (if possible) a plan which is (8, 3)-good.
The purpose of this note is to demonstrate that, under rather weak conditions on 3, it is possible to constructively define an algorithm p which is (8, 3)-good for any collection M of bounded continuous functions M#-The first of the conditions on 3 requires that, for each EG8, there exists a subset of good plans, 3#, occurring with nonnegligible density (initial probability) in 3. Loosely, this condition will be violated, when 3 is finite, only if fis,t is determined by different plans at different times; i.e., it will be violated only if the sequences {PE{T)) "determining" fx% t are oscillatory. When 3 is not finite, the condition can also be violated if the sequences determining /i| t , occur with negligible density. Since goodness is defined relative to the set 3, the requirement is easily met if, for given E, some plan or set of plans with positive density eventually "dominates" all others in 3; i.e., they "détermine" /%, for all / large enough. The second of the conditions on 3 requires that, for any given £G8 and any time t, the trajectories associated with any set of probability intervals for the A G & be a measurable subset of 3 with respect to the initial distribution P 0 . That is, for any E(E:& and t, expectations for the distributions associated with various mixtures of trajectories are defined.
The theorem establishing the goodness of p can be looked upon as a kind of "turnpike" theorem (an analogue of von Neumann's prototype) which holds over a very broad range of conditions. It can also be given a Bayesian interpretation (first noticed by my colleague B. P. Zeigler) treating the (?t(r, E) as hypotheses and the HE,I(T) as evidence; the theorem then becomes a statement about the rate of convergence of Bayes's rule.
(A different version of the theorem can be obtained by changing the premise as follows: For each rG3 and EG8 let The algorithm p, which will be called a reproductive plan, can be defined as follows: Let the element (P selected at / by p acting in E£8 be given in terms of the (observed) sequences {jiE t t'(r)) t >^\ t .. .,*, rG3, by
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where Po is a probability measure (the initial distribution) on 3. Roughly, p produces a mixture of distributions at each time t in which distribution (P«(r, £) occurs with density
[/ a (II^iW.e'(rO)^o]
The name "reproductive* comes from the observation that the given densities result if each trajectory r is thought of as increasing its proportion in a population of trajectories by reproducing at each time / according to its "payoff" fiE,t(r). (When 3 is discrete, the plan p reduces to assigning the probability 
